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Reinsurance Claims Leakage

Claims leakage is a significant issue that affects the bottom line of any insurance
company. In order to understand and ultimately analyze the effects of claims leakage,
one must first observe the source of the problem – claims handling and settlement. It is
self-evident that carriers must firstly assure there is proper handling of claims on the
level of direct claims (how the company manages claims settlements, knowing the cost
of claims settlement and managing recoveries). In the area of inwards (assumed)
reinsurance, managers must ensure accurate documentation of data received from
ceded insurance companies and follow-up on claim developments.
For ceded reinsurance claims, it must be emphasized that in all cases of incorrect claims
handling, the result is financial loss to a carrier’s bottom line. As a result of reinsurance
claims leakage, insurance carriers are losing millions in realized revenue.
Let’s look at some business-related causes of ceded claims leakage:
1) A claim is not allocated to reinsurance contract(s); or the claim is allocated to
certain reinsurance contracts, but not to all contracts
2) A claim is allocated incorrectly to reinsurance contracts and consequently
wrongly recovered
3) A claim recovery is allocated to reinsurance contracts, but calculated
incorrectly
4) Claims accounting and technical billing are poorly handled, resulting in late –
or missed – recoveries.
As with any problem, “the fix” starts with understanding why these situations occur.
Claim Leakage Sources
Currently in the insurance industry, many carriers manage their reinsurance activity via
manual calculations (spreadsheets). Obviously, manual handling will be prone, to some
extent, to human error. A carrier can't fully rely on the calculation of claims provided by
its reinsurance department, and the process lacks effective control mechanism.
Obviously, implementing reinsurance management technology is surely a significant
improvement. However, it needs to be acknowledged that many reinsurance
management systems provide only a partial business solution, and significant
functionality is still being handled manually. So even though a carrier may have some
automated processes, the lack of proper control can still result in claims leakage.
It’s essential to understand just how complex this becomes within the current business
environment, as reinsurance programs are becoming more and more sophisticated; a
reinsurance program can consist of a mix of proportional and XL treaties, including
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facultative protection, with various layers and attachment points, inuring rules and terms
and conditions – reinstatements, aggregates, currency calculations, interlocking rules,
stability and indexation, etc.

FAC prop

FAC XL capacity

Treaty proportional

Treaty XL

RETENTION
FAC XL (Spot)

Figure 1: example of complex reinsurance program
Besides appropriate management of the reinsurance program, there is the issue of
inaccurate or inadequate information in claims transactions. All transaction information
must be detailed clearly within a claim transaction to ensure accuracy; lack of control
over the policy & claims information is an additional source for error and ultimate
exposure for claims leakage.
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Figure 2: example of complex claim allocation to reinsurance contracts
Billing and collections can also play a fundamental role in reinsurance claims leakage.
There can be cases with an inadequate billing process or poor integration with
accounting in an organization; improper interfaces between reinsurance and accounting
can result in faults and latency in the claims billing process. In addition, the inability to
perform claims recoveries follow-up resulting from improper account tracking and aging,
as well as difficulty in cash application to claim items, can result in incorrect claims
accounting and missed collection.
To summarize, the problem relating to the above issues is that one can never know the
true measure and full extent of such losses, especially as there are multiple factors
causing claims leakage ranging from contract management, claims information, claims
billing and interfacing with accounting. At the end of the day, we know claims leakage
exists, however we cannot know about it until after conducting a proper audit.
Improving the reinsurance claims recovery process
We know the symptoms and the elements; so how can we improve the situation? The
remedy lies in a composite course of action. A key component is harnessing a
comprehensive reinsurance management technology platform that enables overall
management of the reinsurance program, including all types of contracts. The system
must maintain the data items and business rules required for claims transaction
allocation and ultimately provide comprehensive calculations, while taking into
consideration terms and conditions, warranties, reinstatements, aggregates, events,
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limits of liability, currency management, etc., as well as supporting contract inuring rules.
An additional – but very significant – factor in the reinsurance program management is
flexibility, enabling swift response to business changes, and ongoing program
adjustments.
An additional component is proper management and processing of policy and claims
transactions, maintaining all necessary information, and performing automated allocation
to reinsurance contracts, including all required calculations.
However, maintaining a fully-automated system is not the complete answer; another key
measure relates to ensuring suitable controls. Basic accounting “inventory” controls are
naturally required for ensuring completeness of transactions and figures; but in addition
to the obvious controls, there's also the need for a birds-eye “sanity” view of reinsurance
results accuracy; this can be achieved by utilizing management information reporting
and business intelligence technology, based on the underlying reinsurance software
information repository. Ultimately, managers should receive up-to-date, relevant and
concise business information to notice business inconsistencies and irregularities.
Looking further at control issues from a micro, rather than macro, perspective, we should
expect a reinsurance management system to offer extended control via entity detailed
inquiry capabilities – presenting party, contract and claim information. Other measures
should be implemented – exception reporting based on a carrier’s specific reinsurance
program and random testing of specific business cases. These should reflect all aspects
of reinsurance processing – such as allocation to reinsurance contracts, including inuring
order (working, aggregate, etc.) and accurate calculations (limits, shares,
reinstatements, aggregates, etc.).
Good housekeeping includes applying automated billing and accounting procedures.
Carriers must implement automated production of reinsurance technical billing
statements, and business results should automatically be transferred the
reinsurer/broker current accounts and GL. Convenient cash application processes and
controls should be in place, having the ability of highlighting unpaid items and
maintaining an audit trail of payment collection. Finally, aging reports are essential for
follow-up of late recoveries.

Summary and conclusion
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Reinsurance claims leakage can be a significant source of revenue loss in an insurance
organization. The major causes are related to manual processing and lack of proper
controls. Implementing comprehensive automated business processes and controls via
reinsurance software technology are essential for ensuring accuracy and eliminating
financial loss.
There are several leading reinsurance software management systems in the market.
Carriers would be well advised to seek an appropriate platform that will provide in-depth
reinsurance functionality and the required flexibility for proper management of the
reinsurance business and accounting.
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